The interchange theory for inclusive scattering at large transverse momentum is extended into kinematic regions where Regge effects are important.
The recent measurements at CERN ISR of single-particle inclusive scattering at 90' and large transverse momentum have revealed several dramatic features of pion inclusive reactions. 132 Of particular interest is the transition from steep exponential to power law behavior in pT for pT > 4 GeV/c. Other surprising features of the data are the rapid rise in the inclusive 'ITO cross section at fixedpT as a function of s, and the trend towards a large value for the total charged particle to a charged pion ratio indicated by the last two points of the BritishScandinavian collaboration at 3.7 and 4.5 GeV/c.
Large pT reactions are theoretically extremely interesting because of the possibility that they may be related to simple and basic processes at small distances: For a sufficiently large energy and momentum transfer, one can assume that the interaction time becomes so brief that only a single elementary process can occur. In general, the elementary process can proceed via one of two possible mechanisms.
The first type, consisting of elementary binding or gluon interactions, has been considered by Bjorken, Berman, and Kogut. and we shall calculate the invariant cross section da/(d3pC/EC). The calculations are performed in an infinite momentum frame using time-ordered perturbation theory, which greatly simplifies the covariant calculations of bound state scattering.
As we have shown previously, the asymptotic wave functions for hadrons A and C can be directly related to their electromagnetic form factors FA and F C .
The two hadrons A and C in the interchange process act as an effective current which carries momentum q, in precise analogy with deep inelastic electron scattering (see Fig. lb ). We thus can relate the process "q"+B-X directly to the measured scaling structure function F 2Btx) = ' W2B (-q2&V2 -q')): We thus obtain for the interchange contribution6 
FI (t) -(-t)-I (I = A, B, C, H)
In Ref. 4 , we showed that the pion-nucleon large-angle elastic scattering data require the form factor of the pion to decrease as a monopole for -t c 10 GeV/c'. For CT= 1, i.e., a pion form factor that falls as t-l, the value of N is 8. It is an inherent feature of the pionization region that Regge effects tend to mask the fundamental production mechanisms. Thus it is imperative that large pT experiments be performed at lower energies where the contribution of R1 relative to R. is suppressed by the threshold (z ~1) dependence of the spectrum G H/A(')'
A comparison between pion and proton beam experiments at large p,/& will be essential in unravelling the features of the basic interchange process, as it is only for Tfp +nX that R. is not suppressed by additional form-factor fall-off relative to RI.
We wish to emphasize the fact that hadronic bremsstrahlung can, in general, be expected to Reggeize any fundamental interaction mechanism and will be particularly important for those that decrease with s. In the interchange case, it provides the key the fragmentation, to establishing a remarkable and beautiful consistency between triple Regge , pionization, and "deep" inclusive spectra. 
